The University Translation and Correction Service (UVC)

Translation you can trust

Knowledge to go places
The University Translation and Correction Service (UVC) provides translation and correction services to staff and students of the University of Groningen as well as a wide range of external clients. Our team is comprised of in-house staff supported by a network of freelance translators and proofreaders with a solid professional background in translation and correction. Everyone is selected for their experience, education, dedication to quality and consistent high standards.

Any Purpose, Any Document, Any Language
We offer top quality expertise in English, Dutch, French, German, Spanish and Italian as well as other global languages including Arabic, Chinese and Japanese.

Quality Is Our Priority
Our expertise is in the field of higher education. This means that you are not only familiar with the latest trends in educational terminology but also with all of the types of documents circulating in a university environment. Your articles, grant applications, books, announcements, website texts, forms and letters are therefore in very capable hands.

The UVC has established a comprehensive, user-friendly terminology database to assist staff and students of the University and other interested parties to keep abreast of the latest terminology within European education.
Don’t Settle For Less
Our translations and corrections always pass through two pairs of hands, at least one of which belongs to a native speaker of the target language. This second correction phase serves as an effective and important quality assurance system.

Raising The Standard
We work with a translation database in which we store all our translations. If you have ever had a website text, form or document translated by us, and later you decide to change, adapt or update it, we can translate just those parts that are new. Our database searches out and presents all the previously translated text so you don’t have to pay for the same service twice.

If you are looking for
• high quality translations
• prompt, accurate and reliable service
• highly qualified and professional staff
• first rate value for money

...contact us and we will show you how excellence in translation services is available at an affordable price.

Don’t Take Our Word For It...
“Swift response, clear agreements and a great translation.”
Gerrit Voerman,
Documentation Centre for Dutch Political Parties

“Even within the most impossible timeframes, the UVC delivers excellent corrections of my manuscripts.”
Dr Henny van der Windt,
Biologisch Centrum Haren Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences, Science and Society - Energy and Environmental Studies